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Ref. No... Date

To
The Principal
Chandidas Mahavidyalaya
Khujutipara
Birbhum

Dated- 20.06.2022

Subiect: Submission of I'eedback Analvsis Reports 2021-2022 for Action

Dear Sir,

This year the IQAC has collected feedbacks from the students, alumni, parents, employers and faculty

members on a) teaching-learning performance of the faculty members, b) efficacy of the syllabus, c)

academic ambience & discipline, d) infrastructural and institutional facilities extended to the

students and the employees. This year we also took feedback on syllabus. You are also informed that

Hons departments collected feedback on syllabus and you will be intimated in due time'

After data (through the structured questionnaire) processing, reports on the issues were generated

You are requested to convey the students' opinion on teaching-learning performance to the individual

teacher. For other reports, you are to take necessary steps.

This is for your intimation and necessary action.

Thanks and regards

Enclosed
a) Copy ofthe reports
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Stakeholders Issues

Teaching-
learrring

Well-disciplined and

student-friendly
campus

Overall infrastru ctural
facilities

Quality of the
students in the

market

Students Yes Yes

Alumni Yes

Faculties Yes

Parents Yes

Employers Yes
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Overall Feedback on the institution: Teachers

2021-2022

Feedback from the faculty members taken by the IQAC on the overall facilities provided by the institution

including grievance redressal. It is found from the feedback that the level ofsatisfaction is encouraging'

Total (05) five questions were asked and thirty-five respondents responded'

The glimpses of their responses are as follows:

Observation:

1) Status of librar)'facilit)': Quite satisfactory & encouraging

2) Status of ICT suPport facilitY:

Being the UG college and having financial constraint, the institution has matle a significant progress in this

ICT support facility. The responses prove this'

3) Status of working atmosphere:

Working place atmosphere is important for the employees' Authority is conscious about it' Conducive

atmosphere prevails in the institution following democratic values.

4) Status of research faciliq':

In an under-graduate college, research facility is not given so much importance because oflack ofscope and

opportunity. yet our institution extentls the research facility within its limitations to its faculty members'

Institution provides facilities like Online resources, leave to attend seminar, workshop, Orientation and

Refresher course, to some cases financial assistance. ISSN journal is regularly published by the institution'

These facilities has encouraged the faculty members to publish research articles and enrich them' Small

progress is noted from the feedback comparing with the previous year (63oh- 7l%\

em

Authority is responsive and sensitive to the problems and demands of the employees. Whenever there is any

demand or grievance, the authority takes prompt steps to redress it at the earliest. Satisfaction level on this

issues is also increased (g5% in 20lg-20 to gg"h in 2021-2022) as per the feedback given by the faculty

members.
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Question Status of
library facilitY

Status of ICT
support facilitY

Status of
working

atmosphere

Status of
research facilitY

Administrative
promptness to

redress anY
problem

Satisfaction
level

9r% 90% 84% 7t% 89%
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